
General description of the Italarab alphabet ( تالعربیا ) 

 

 

- The letters ب [b], پ [p], د [d], ت [t],  گ [g], ك [k], ڰ [gw], ګ [kw], ر [r], ل [l], م [m], ن [n] 

 :are simply used for their pronunciation. Examples [w] و and [j] ی ,[f] ف ,[s~z] س

bello بل, pino پین, adatto ادت, cormorano كرمران, sole لࢫس , fata فات, minotauro 

تورࢫمین , limone نࢫلیم , grattare گرتار, agosto اگست, colore رࢫكل , ramo رام, nastro نستر, 

campanile كمپانیل, fiato فیات, guardare ڰردار, guidare ڰیدار, questo ګست, questione 

ن ࢫګېستی  

 

- Unlike languages such as Persian, Arabic and Urdu, the letter س can commonly 

represent both voiceless [s] and voiced [z]. The variation in pronunciation across the 

italophone world is ignored. Examples: casa كس ([s~z]), cosa سࢫك  ([s~z]), sasso 

لࢫپراس parasole ,([z]) سبریگار sbrigare ,([s]) سكال scala ,([s~z]) ناس naso ,([s]) سس  

([s]), risalire رسلیر ([s]) 

 

- Stems that always have [dʒ tʃ ʃ] use the letters ش چ ج , and stems that always have 

[g k sk] use the letters سك ك گ . Examples: mangio–mangi منجی–ࢫمنج , cucio–cuci 

كوچی–ࢫكوچ , lascio–lasci لشی–ࢫلش , pago–paghi پگی–ࢫپگ , fuoco–fuochi فۄكی–فۄك , 

bosco–boschi بسكی–بسك , pèsca–pèsche  پسكې–پسك  

 

- In stems where there is an alternation between “hard” [g k sk] and “soft” [dʒ tʃ ʃ] the 

choice is more complex. If a word alternates between hard and soft consonant pairs 

within its own paradigm, then ښ ك  گ  are used when the consonant is hard and گ  ٕ  

ٕ  س ٕ  ك  are used when the consonant is soft. Examples: fuggo–fuggi یٕ  فوگ–ࢫفوگ , 

amico–amici یٕ  امیك –امیك , nasco–nasci یٕ  ناس–ࢫناښ . The same is common with 

suffixed stems. Examples: mago–magia ئٕ  مگ–مگ , farmaco–farmacista فرمك–

یست ٕ  فرمك  

 

- When the most basic or common occurrences of the stem consistently contain a 

soft consonant while derived forms switch back to the hard consonant, then the 

choice is stylistic, personal and/or customary; both spellings are to be allowed, but 

one of the two might be preferred. The same happens when an ancient vowel 

change obscured the common origin of closely related morphemes. Examples: 

voce–vocale كالࢫۋ–ٕ  كࢫۋ/چࢫۋ , pace–pacato پاكات–ٕ  پاك/پاچ , taccio–tacqui ࢫتك/ࢫتچ  ٕ –
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ࢫفك faccio–-fico ,تګی ࢫـفیك–ٕ   (the suffix -ficare as in modificare مدیفیكار, purificare 

 (.etc پوریفیكار

 

- In such roots where there is a [sk]–[ʃ] alternation, سك for [sk] isn't used and ښ is 

uses in its place even when the individual word doesn't have any forms with [ʃ]; 

words from those same roots where there are only forms with [ʃ] usually use ڛ. 

Examples: pésco–peschi–pésca–pesce پڛ–پښ–پښی–ࢫپښ  (fish-related words) vs 

pèsca پسك (the fruit) 

 

- The letter ڛ [ʃ] is also used in a few words where a stem-initial [tʃ] comes together 

with a [s] to form [ʃ]. Sometimes the [stʃ] cluster can be left untouched by some 

speakers, in which case سچ can be used to show their pronunciation of the word. 

Examples: cernere–discernere دیڛرنېر–چرنېر , cervello–scervellarsi چرڢل–

سچرڢلارسی/ڛرڢلارسی , centro–scentrare سچنترار /ڛنترار–چنتر  

 

- In a way similar to [g k sk]–[dʒ tʃ ʃ], when morphemes display a [d t]–[dz ts] 

alternation, ت ٕ  د  ٕ  are often used instead of  څ ڊ . Letters ت ٕ  د  ٕ  aren't used when the 

palatalization of [d t] yielded [dʒ tʃ]. Examples: moto–mozione نࢫیٕ  تࢫم –تࢫم , 

medio–mezzo مڊ/ٕ  مد–مدی , rata–razione–ragione نࢫرج–نࢫیٕ  رت–رت , diurno–giorno 

جرن–ورنࢨد . The other occurrences of [dz] and [ts] have a variety of spellings. 

 

- The letter ڊ can only be [dz] and is often used in words that contained [dz] or [z] in 

the source language. It is commonly used in Greek roots, but not only. Examples: -

izzare ـیڊار  (< Greek -ίζω -izo), zona نࢫڊ   (< Greek ζώνη zone), zagara ڊگر (< Arabic 

 (zahra زهرة

  

- The letter څ is used for [ts] when it's hard to link it to a root having a [t], and it is also 

used in a few cases in which [dz] and [ts] can both be heard or where [dz] stems 

from a historical [ts]. Examples: zaino څین, pozzo پڅ, pezza پڅ, -ezza ـڅ (the suffix -

ezza as in bellezza بلڅ, tristezza تریستڅ etc.) 

 

- In words where [s]-like sounds became [ts] or [dz], both څ and ڞ can be used. In 

words from Semitic languages, ڞ is often used when [dz ts] derive from emphatic 
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consonants, while څ is used for non-emphatic origins. When related words have [s] 

and [dz ts], usually س–څ  and ص–ڞ  are the way the letters match. Examples: zero 

څېر/رٕ  ڞى  (< Arabic صفر ṣifr), zolfo–solfato سلفات/صلفات–څلف/ڞلف , zucchero–

saccarina  سكرین–څوكر/څكر  (< Arabic  سكر sukkar) 

 

- In a few cases, [l n] become [ʎ ɲ] in closely related words or in other forms of the 

same word. In such cases it is common to write [ʎ ɲ] as ن ٕ  ل  ٕ . In the other cases ڸ 

-are used; although in verbs where an intervocalic [ʎ ɲ] alternates with a syllable ڼ

final [l n],  ڼ ڸ  are preferred. Examples: cane–cagna كڼ/ٕ  كن–كن , volere–voglio–voglia 

ࢫۋل–ۋلېر ڸۋ/ٕ  ۋل –ٕ   vs scegliere–scelgo ࢫشېلگ–ېرڸشې , spegnere–spengo سپڼېر–

ࢫ سپنگ  

 

- A few morphemes have a [r]–[rj]–[j] alternation. In such cases [j] can be spelled as 

ٕ  ر , while [r] and [rj] are regularly ر and ری respectively. Examples: morire–moriamo–

muoio ࢫمۄر–مریام–مریر  ٕ , cartolaio–cartoleria كرتلېرئ–كرتلای/ٕ  كرتلار  

 

- The letters ۋ ڢ  ڤ  all denote the same sound [v] but are used in different situations. 

The letter ۋ is used when [v] comes from [w]. Examples: vivere ۋیۋېر, vedere  ۋدېر, 

pavore رࢫپۋ , carovana  کارۋان 

 

- The letter ڢ is used when [v] comes from [b] or [p]. In related words or forms a stop 

is often still found. Examples: bevo–bibita بیبیت–ࢫبڢ , riva–ripa ریپ–ریڢ , avere–

abbiamo هبیام–هڢېر , devo–dobbiamo دبیام–ࢫ دېڢ  

 

- The letter ڤ is used in the remaining morphemes: usually the etymology is 

uncertain or the source language already had [v] in that position. Examples: slavo 

 ڤلادیمیر  Vladimiro ,سلڤ

 

- The letters ى ٕ  ۍ ۍ ه ڠ ع ا  ٕ  are all generally silent, but they aren't equivalent to 

each other. The letter ا is the least specific and is used by default at the beginning of 

vowel-initial words, unless other rules apply. When the following vowel is also 

spelled as ا, then the two merge into one single آ. When a prefix ending with a 

consonant is added, this letter is dropped. See further below for the case in which a 
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vowel-final prefix is added, creating a hiatus. Examples: albero البر, altro التر, uovo اۄۋ, 

uno اون, era اېر, infinito اینفینیت, occhio اكی, adocchiare ادكیار, ardere آردېر 

 

- The letter ع is used in Semitic borrowings according to its original distribution, and it 

is also used where an original [g] has disappeared in native words. It is also 

unpredictably used at the beginning of a few words (among which there is the very 

common verb essere عسېر). Examples: essere عسېر, opera عپر, cooperare كعپرار, 

ossigeno عسیجن, otto ࢫعت/عت , maestro معستر (< Latin magister), arabo عرب (< 

Arabic عرب ˤarab), ebraico عبریك (< Hebrew ע־ב־ר ˤ-b-r) 

 

- The letter ڠ is used when [v] has disappeared. It isn't very common and it can 

generally be replaced by ع, but its replacements is discouraged. It is more common 

in informal words from those dialects where [v]-dropping is a wider phenomenon. 

Examples: paura پڠور (< pavore رࢫپۋ ), poretto ڠرتࢫپ  (< poveretto ڢرتࢫ پ ), ciao چڠ 

(< s-ciavo سچڤ) 

 

- The letter ه is used whenever a [h] has been dropped. It is also used at the end of 

monosyllabic words with a short vowel and their compounds, and at the end of some 

words that lost a fricative. In a few cases it occurs word-finally simply to show a short 

vowel, especially if it is stressed and no other rule applies. Examples: ora رࢫه  (< 

Latin hora), avere هڢېر (< Latin habeo), oggi هجی (< Latin hodie), ieri ریؠه  (< 

Latin heri), anche هنك (< Latin hanc), che كه, perché  پركه (< per پر + che كه), già جه 

(< Latin iam), più پیوه (< Latin plus), -erà/-irà/-rà ـره/ـیره/ـېره  (future indicative 3rd 

person singular, < -are/-ere/-ire ـیر/ـېر/ـار  + ha هه) 

 

- The letter ۍ is employed whenever a [j] isn't pronounced anymore. It can 

sometimes be used in place of ع when the disappearing sound is a [dʒ] derived from 

[g]. It is common at the beginning of suffixes after [dʒ tʃ ʃ ʎ ɲ]. Examples: mangiamo 

ىام ٕ  فك facciamo ,منجىام , vogliamo ىامٕ  ۋل , francio ۍٕ  فرنك  (containing the -io ـی suffix 

typical of the elements), maestro مىستر/معستر   
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- Unless other rules apply, hiatuses are written by putting ۍ  ٕ  between the vowels. 

Examples: beato بئات, coarticolare كئرتیكلار, coordinare ردینارࢫكئ , riuscire 

یر ٕ  رئس/یرٕ  رئوس  

 

- The letter ى  ٕ  is used when consonants (often together with nearby vowels) are 

elided. Examples: fare رٕ  فى  (< facere ېرٕ  فك ), bere رٕ  بى  (< bevere بڢېر), dire 

رٕ  دیى  (< dicere ېرٕ  دیك ), -ità ـیتى  ٕ  (< -itate ـیتات), -itù ـیتى  ٕ  (< -itute ـیتوت), zero رٕ  ڞى  

(< Arabo صفر ṣifr) 

 

- The letter ة (sometimes written without the dots) is added to the end of feminine 

proper names to graphically distinguish them from masculine ones, as the difference 

wouldn't be clear otherwise. Its use can be inconsistent or completely absent in 

words ending with long vowels and foreign names. Names ending with a consonant 

sound generally never make use of ة. Place names ignore their syntactic agreement. 

Examples: Italia ایتلیة, Francesca سكةٕ  فرنك , Cipro چیپرة, Elena هلنة, Michela میكېلة, 

Roma مةࢫر  vs Milano میلان, Francesco سكٕ  فرنك , Luca لوكا, Michele  میكېل 

 

- Given the foreign origin of the script, there are certain letters that are mostly 

unused for native Italian words but are used in foreign borrowings or local words. 

These are ھ ق غ ظ ط ض ص ژ ز ذ خ ح ث . To a certain extent ع and ڤ also fall into 

this category. Examples: ibadita اباضیت (< Arabic إباضي ˀibāḍī), Iraq عراق (< Arabic 

نࢨࢫص Sion ,(French garage [ɡaʁaʒ] >) گاراژ al-ˤIrāq), garage العراق  (< Hebrew ציון 

Ṣiyōn), Qatar قطر (< Arabic قطر Qaṭar) 

  

- The vowels have two ways of being written: either short or long. This spelling 

difference is broadly based on historical vowel length and it doesn't represent the 

current length of vowels, since the latter is fully predictable and variable. Short 

vowels are only diacritics, while long vowels have both dedicated letters and 

diacritics. Diacritics are usually omitted. 

 

- Long vowel letters are ا [a], و [u], ࢫ [o, ɔ], ی [i], ې [e, ɛ]. Short vowel diacritics are ◌َ 

[a], ◌ِ [e, ɛ], ◌ُ [o, ɔ]. The common diacritic ◌ ٰ[a] counts as a long vowel. As in the 

Latin script, ې ࢫ  and ◌ ِ◌ُ aren't specified for the exact quality of the mid vowels they 
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represent (“open” [ɔ ɛ] or “closed” [o e]); this choice is based of the great variation 

across the italophone population. The additional diacritics ◌  ٕ  [ə], ◌  ٕ  [i], ◌  ٕ  [u] are 

mainly used in foreign and local words, but they also have limited use in Italian 

words. Examples: bello ُبِل, pino ُپین, adatto ُاَدَت, cormorano َكُرمُران, sole لِࢫس , fata 

نِࢫلیم limone ,فاتَ , grattare ِگرَتار, agosto ُاَگُست, colore رِࢫكُل , ramo ُرام, nastro ُنَستر, 

campanile ِكَمپانیل, fiato ُفیات, casa ََكس, cosa  سَࢫك , sasso َُسس, naso ُناس, scala 

لِࢫپَراس parasole ,سبریگارِ sbrigare ,سكالَ , risalire سلَیرِٕ  ر , computer رٕ  كُمپیوت , città 

◌ٰٕ  چیتى , schiavitù سكیَڤیتى  ٕ  ٕ , stasera َستَسېرَ/سېرَٱست , Abramo ُاَبرام, zero ُڅېر, fare 

رتِࢫك corte ,فارِ  

 

- Choosing the way to write each vowel isn't always straightforward. As a rule of 

thumb, high vowels [i u] are always written long, while all other vowels are written 

short if historically short, and long if historically long. Words of which the origin is 

unknown tend to have the stressed vowels in open syllables written as long and the 

other vowels as short (following the general realization), though this isn't a very strict 

rule and multiple spellings can be allowed in such words. Stress-based vowel length 

is otherwise ignored. When a vowel comes from the fusion of multiple vowels 

(perhaps following the deletion of some consonant), it is usually written as long: a 

long vowel letter can replace a silent letter in certain words and writing styles. 

Examples: corte رتࢫك  (< coorte كهرت), poretto رتࢫپ  (< poretto ڠرتࢫپ  < poveretto 

ڢرتࢫپ ), mastro ماستر (< maestro مىستر/معستر ), nero نېر (< nero نعر), dire دیر (< dire 

رٕ  دیى ), zero څېر (< zero رٕ  ڞى ) 

 

- The absence of a vowel is normally written as ◌◌ (which is mostly omitted like all 

diacritics), but when its absence is due to word-initial or -final elision, it is written as ◌ْ 

on most letters and as ٱ word-initially when ا was used to denote the word-initial 

vowel. Examples: cormorano كر◌مران, minotauro تو◌رࢫمین , grattare گ◌رتار, agosto اگس◌ت, 

nastro نس◌ت◌ر, campanile كم◌پانیل, fiato ف◌یات, scala س◌كال, sbrigare س◌ب◌ریگار, computer 

ٕ  س◌ك◌یڤیتى schiavitù ,كم◌پ◌یوتر◌  , stasera  س◌تسېر/سېرٱس◌ت , Abramo  اب◌رام 

 

- Diphthongs are treated like vowel–consonant sequences. At the beginning of 

words, if the vowel is a diacritic, ء is added to ا in order to distinguish diphthongs 
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from a long vowel. Examples: mai مای, augurare أوگورار, Europa پةࢫ إور , aureo أورۍ  ٕ , 

Leida لیدة, faida فید, dinosauro دینسور, minotauro تورࢫمین  

 

- The two diphthongs [i̯ɛ u̯ɔ] use special letters and are instead treated like simple 

vowels: ۄ [u̯ɔ] and  ؠ [i̯ɛ]. These letters are used when they derive from [ɛ ɔ] that got 

diphthongized, with the addition of a few more words. Examples: cuore–coraggio 

كُراج–كۄر , fuoco–sfocare سفُكار–فۄك , suora–sorella سُرل–سۄر , fieno–fienile نؠف –

نیلؠف , tiene–tenére  تنېر–نؠت , miele لؠم , chiede–questione نࢫګېستی–دېرؠك , 

niente نت ؠن , gelo–gelare جلار–لؠج , cielo–celeste چېلست–لؠچ , cieco–accecare 

اچېكار–كؠچ  vs pieno–plenilunio پلېنیلونی–پیېن , quoto–quotiente ُینتٕ  ګُت–ګت  

 

- The letter ي is used in place of the otherwise expected یی when a root ending in [j] 

(spelled with ی) is followed by a suffix beginning with [i] (also spelled with ی). The 

sequence is mostly pronounced as a single vowel [i], and that is the reason for the 

single letter. Its main function is to distinguish different forms of a word or root that 

would otherwise be indistinguishable if one simple ی were used. The letter ۊ 

functions analogously but with an [u] added to a [w], but I haven't found any 

instances of such occurrence, which makes this use of ۊ only hypothetical. 

Examples: occhio–occhi اكي–اكی , genio–geni جني–جنی , maschio–maschi مسكی–

مكی–مكي–ࢫمكی macchio–macchi–macchia ,مسكي  

 

- The diacritic ء is placed between two vowels above (or sometimes below) a letter to 

show a hiatus. It is graphically placed within the morpheme causing the hiatus. When 

adjacent to a long vowel, it is often written on the long vowel, but it is otherwise 

written on ۍ as explained above. When a prefix ending in a vowel is added to a word 

graphically beginning with ا, the hiatus can also be written by adding ء to the ا, 

especially if both vowels are diacritics. Examples: beato بئات, coarticolare 

رتیكلاركأ/كئرتیكلار , coordinare ردینارࢫكأ/ردینارࢫكئ , riuscire 

یرٕ  رأس/یرٕ  رأوس /یرٕ  رئس/یرٕ  رئوس , deodorante رنتࢫدېأد/رنتࢫدٕ  دې , sia اࢨس  

 

- The hiatus can also be represented by any of the other silent letters without the 

need of any ء. Despite this, in poetry vowels that usually form a hiatus can be put 

together in a diphthong or triphthong, while vowels that usually form a diphthong can 
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be separated and forced to form a hiatus. For this reason, in poetry ء occurs 

whenever there is a hiatus (even on other letters: ۍ  ٕ  ه ٕ  ڠ  ٕ  ع ٕ  آ إ أ  ٕ ), or before a 

consonant where its presence doesn't affect the metrics, while it doesn't occur in 

other places where it would be otherwise required. This applies across word 

boundaries. Examples: sapïenza نتࢨسپ  ٕ  [sa.pi.ɛn.tsa] (normally sapienza سپینت  ٕ  

[sa.pjɛn.tsa]), beato بىات [be̯aː.to] (normally beato بئات [be.aː.to]) 

 

- Another use of ء is to mark the loss of a plosive at the end of a word. In a few 

words it is simply used for distinguishability from other words that are spelled without 

it. Examples: qui ګیء, qua ګاء, lì لیء, là لاء, sì سیء, verrò ࢫۋر/ءࢫۋر *, dormì درمیء, è 

 عهء 

*The future indicative 1st person singular ending -erò/-irò/-rò (< -are/-ere/-ire 

ـیر/ـېر/ـار  + ho ࢫه ) was consistently spelled with a final ء because of its stress 

placement, but since the rules regarding ء have changes, this ending might not be 

qualified to have a ء anymore; the decision isn't final, yet, but I now tend to spell it 

without: -erò/-irò/-rò ࢫـر/ࢫـیر/ࢫـېر . The remote past still uses ء in the 3rd person: amò 

ءࢫام , partì پرتیء, batté بتېء vs present amo  ࢫام , parti پرتی, batte  بت 

 

- Geminate consonants are shown with the diacritic ◌ّ over the consonant. Examples: 

bello ّبل, asciutto ّاشّوت, occhi اكّي, sasso ّسس, adatto  ّادت 

 

- More diacritics, letters and letterforms can be used in unadapted borrowings. 

 


